
Unit: 4th Grade Opinion Writing Unit 

Grade Level: 4th  

Unit Name: Opinion Writing Unit 

Pacing: 3rd quarter                                                                                                 Tested Standard 

Priority Standards:  
 

*4W1B - Appropriate to genre type, 

develop a draft from prewriting by: 

*a - generating a main idea to support a 

multiple-paragraph text, using a variety 

of sentence types, including compound 

*b - establishing and supporting a main 

idea with an overall topic sentence at, or 

near, the beginning of the first paragraph 

*c- categorizing, organizing, and 

sequencing facts, details, and/or events 

into a text (from sources when 

appropriate) into clear introductory, 

supporting, and concluding paragraphs  

*d - addressing an appropriate audience 

 

*4W2A - Write opinion texts that: 

*a - introduce a topic or text being 

studied, using an introductory 

paragraph  

*b - state an opinion or establish a 

position and provide reasons for the 

opinion/position supported by facts and 

details  

*c -use specific and accurate words that 

are related to the topic, audience, and 

purpose 

Learning Targets: 
 

* I can state my opinion when writing.  

* I can provide reasons to back up my 

opinion in writing. 

* I can choose a clear position when 

writing an opinion text.  

* I can support my reasons with facts. 

*I can use transitions to connect my 

opinions and reasons. 

*I can organize supporting details into 

a beginning paragraph in opinion texts. 

*I can organize supporting details into 

middle paragraphs in opinion texts. 

*I can organize supporting details into 

an ending paragraph in opinion texts. 

 

 

 

 

Supporting Standards: 
 

*4W1Ad -using a prewriting strategy 

 

*4W1Ca -Reread, revise, and edit drafts with 

assistance to:  develop and strengthen writing 

by revising main idea, sequence (ideas), focus, 

beginning/middle /end, details/facts (from 

multiple sources, when appropriate), word 

choice (related to the topic), sentence 

structure, ransitions, audience and purpose, 

voice 

 

*4W1Cb - edit for language conventions  

 

*4W1Db - demonstrate sufficient command of 

keyboarding skills to type a minimum of one 

page, ideally in a single sitting 

 

*4L1Bh - In written text, alphabetize reference 

sources 

 

*4SL4Ab - using efficient presentation skills 

with available resources   

 

*4SL4Ad - giving a formal presentation to 

classmates, using a variety of media 

 



*d - contain information using student’s 

original language except when using 

direct quotation from a source 

*e-reference the name of the author(s) 

or name of the source used for details or 

facts included in the text 

*f - use transitions to connect opinion 

and reason 

*g - organize the supporting 

details/reasons into introductory, 

supporting, and concluding paragraphs 

 

*4SL4Ae - adjust formal/informal language 

according to context and topic 

Big Ideas: 
 

Everyone has an opinion. 

 

Essential Unit Questions: 
 

How can you make someone see things 

from your perspective? 

Vocabulary: 

  
Opinion  

Reason 

Facts 

Details 

Introductory paragraph 

Topic sentence 

Supporting paragraphs 

Concluding paragraph 

Transition words 

 

 

 


